racewalking

Walkers set the pace
Pierce O'Callaghan's dream of competing in Sydney was dashed by illness - but he is
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still happy to explain how Irish walking has progressed in the past decade

Left to right: Olive Loughnane, Gillian O'Sullivan, Robert and Jamie Costin
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represented by four young walkers in
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Sydney: Jamie Costin (23) from Waterford,
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sometimes take for granted, and you have
the main reasons for the burgeoning
interest in the sport.
Jamie Costin began his race-walking
career by winning the under-13 BLOE title
in 1990. Robert Heffernan started his
career by finishing out of the medals at
intermediate schools level.
G illian

O 'Sullivan

first came to

prominence when winning the under-13
walk at the National Community Games in ^
1989. And O live Loughnane made her
competitive debut at the Irish Universities
Championships in 1994.
As with the marathon, there are many
imponderables in long-distance walking
that make future performances difficult to
predict.
Jamie Costin (50k), who w ill be the
youngest competitor by some four years in
his event in Sydney, w ill

gain vital

experience for Athens 2004. He recorded
'negative splits' in a race in Berlin (faster in
the second half than in the first), an art that
takes most walkers years to master. He will
be hoping for an Irish record in Sydney.
Robert Heffernan (20k) has ambitions
similar to Jamie's. Robert is an aggressive
racer - expect to see him up with the
leaders for a fair stretch of the race in
Sydney.
Gillian O'Sullivan (20k) is considered
the most likely of the Irish walkers to finish
top ten in her race. She will be very strong
in the second half.
O live Loughnane (20k), in her first
major championship, will learn a great
deal in Sydney. If she walks to form she
can make the top 30.
To understand just how fast these
athletes travel, consider this: when Jamie
Costin knocked seven minutes off the Irish
50k record at the European Cup in Berlin
last June (his 3.:59:02 was 58 seconds
inside the Olympic A standard), he went
through 26.2 miles (a marathon) in 3:15 and still had five miles to go.
As for Gillian O'Sullivan, her 45.29
for 10k is a time many runners would be
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talent of the four themselves.
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